Intercompany
Netting
Services
Corpay Cross-Border offers a complete intercompany
netting service to our customers to handle settlement of
internal invoices.
Our unique offering frees up internal resources while
saving your company time and money. Our team will
handle the entire netting process and provide you with
detailed reports that are necessary to complete your
internal bookings.
You will provide your intercompany settlement data for
each netting cycle (normally monthly) and we will use our
proprietary netting tool to perform your netting operation
each month. Our offering includes the set-up outsourced
administration of the netting process.

What is Intercompany Netting
A cornerstone of centralizing treasury functions, it is a
settlement arrangement among subsidiaries in a corporate
group where each subsidiary sends and receives payment from
a Netting Center for obligations due from other subsidiaries in
the group.
Settlement mechanism used by companies to pay affiliates or
third parties
Multilateral netting consolidates transactions and calculates
settlement internally, and reduces bank fees and foreign
currency conversion costs
Improves internal operating efficiency and reduces credit and/
or settlement risk

Why Choose Corpay’s Solution

Why Use Intercompany Netting

Our intercompany netting service allows you to reap the
benefits of intercompany netting while avoiding the cost
of an expensive netting solution and frees up your internal
resources to focus on other tasks. We provide you with a
complete outsourced solution with access to all netting
reports.

Intercompany netting sums and converts each entity’s
transactions (payments) into a single local-currency amount
to pay to or receive from the netting center. By doing so, it
reduces the cost of making payments and brings structure and
discipline to intercompany settlement processes.

Client informs Corpay of desired netting cycle
settlement date

Client submits intercompany payment file to Corpay

Corpay performs intercompany netting cycle and
provides a complete set of reports to client

Companies of all sizes use intercompany netting to manage
their internal and external global payment process
Offsets unnecessary internal foreign currency movements
while reducing the number of wire transfers to one transfer per
netting cycle, per entity
Can improve cash flow forecasting and flushes out previously
unnoticed currency exposures
Assists in managing cash around the organization
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Small, numerous, and costly FX deals for subsidiaries during
the month

Reduction in payment costs due to fewer payments

Can be difficult and/or costly to hedge, or high bank fees are
in place
Payment date uncertainty or lack of visibility over payments
making cash management problematic
Mismatch on intercompany bookings resulting in difficult
reconciliation

Concentration of payments and reduction in number of
banks used leads to a reduction in float
FX is centralized and netted, while remaining FX is
aggregated to larger volumes at better trade rates
Simplified payment procedures which brings structure,
discipline and visibility to intercompany settlements
across the organization
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Available Reports
Funding Report: consolidated trades are executed to fund the netting cycle (1 trade per currency)
Participant Reports: transaction level detail for each entity in order to use for reconciliation
Settlement Reports: summaries of payments due to or from the netting center for each participant in their local currency
Savings Reports: show savings from each cycle due to reduction in wire fees and elimination of unneccessary transactions
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Corpay is a Fleetcor (NYSE: FLT) brand used by AFEX and Cambridge Global Payments. AFEX is tradename used by “Associated Foreign Exchange”
subsidiaries of NYSE: FLT. Cambridge Global Payments is a trade name used by the following four legal entities: Cambridge Mercantile Corp. [an Ontario
corporation], Cambridge Mercantile Corp. (U.S.A.), Cambridge Mercantile Corp. (UK) Limited, and Cambridge Mercantile (Australia) Pty. Ltd. Cambridge
Mercantile (Australia) Pty. Ltd. operates under ABN # 85 126 642 448 and AFSL # 351278. Re Cambridge Mercantile Corp. (UK) Limited: 1) its registered
office is at 71 Fenchurch Street, 10th Floor, London, EC3M 4BS; 2) its England/Wales Company # is 05271222; 3) it is authorised by the Financial Conduct
Authority (FRN 900702) under the Electronic Money Regulations 2011 for the provision of electronic money and payment services, and 4) it is registered
(#ZA031019) with the Information Commissioner’s Office. Please visit www.cambridgefx. com for more details and more information on Cambridge’s legal,
regulatory and privacy statements and terms of use. The foregoing information is provided as information on Cambridge Global Payments and does not
provide any promise, warranty, covenants, agreements or guaranty. The information is confidential and cannot be shared without our permission. The
information is of a general nature and does not take into account your financial objectives, financial situation or needs, and you will need to decide yourself
whether our products are appropriate for you. If your business is located in Australia, please read the PDS and FSG before making any financial decisions.
All other existing terms and conditions continue to apply. Please note that certain criteria apply to participate in this program. Further, participating in
product is subject to approval by Cambridge and completing additional documentation. Participation in FTP is subject to our receiving financials from your
company, reviewing and assessing them, and entering into an agreement as to the terms to be executed.

